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Introduction   In late 2009 China’s Tecsun company introduced several new Ultralight radios based on 
Silicon Labs’ innovative Si4734 DSP chip, providing breakthrough AM-band selectivity to the pocket 
radio class. Although this DSP filtering was certainly not in the same league as that provided by advanced
communication receivers, it definitely made these new Ultralight radios far more competitive in split-
frequency transoceanic DXing than other pocket radios. Unfortunately the Tecsun company never 
addressed the other major shortcoming for those pocket radio owners eager to push their transoceanic 
DXing luck on ocean beaches and elsewhere—relatively deaf, midget-sized loopsticks. Unlike the Sony 
and Panasonic companies in Japan, none of the Chinese radio makers had any experience in designing and
manufacturing sensitive loopsticks… and the tiny, flat antennas installed in the PL-380 seemed to be a 
cost-cutting afterthought. In the opinion of many technically-minded hobbyists, the transoceanic DXing 
potential of these new DSP Ultralight radios was being practically wasted by their lame stock loopsticks.

Solutions   Besides the obvious option of boosting weak-signal sensitivity by direct or inductive coupling 
to large external antennas, another option was sought by those who wanted a sensitive “travel portable.”



This would boost up the Medium Wave (or Longwave) sensitivity far above that provided by the midget 
stock loopsticks (as well as enhancing the radio’s nulling capability), but essentially retain the model’s 
portability. The general goal was to provide a large sensitivity boost to complement the new DSP radio’s 
breakthrough selectivity boost, thereby creating a well-balanced transoceanic DXing radio competitive 
with any other portable on the planet in both sensitivity and selectivity. This was the guiding principle 
behind the development of the 7.5” loopstick Tecsun PL-380 models-- far and away the most popular 
antenna modification in the history of the Ultralight radio enthusiast group.

Why the PL-380 Model?   Since the Tecsun company has introduced a variety of DSP-enhanced 
Ultralight radios (such as the PL-310, PL-380, PL-606 and the PL-505) with selectable filtering options 
down to the 1 kHz DSP level, readers may wonder why the PL-380 has become the preferred model for 
this enhanced loopstick modification. The reason is related to the “soft mute” function, a dubious feature 
engineered into the Si4734 DSP chip to mute the receiver when a weak signal falls below a certain 
threshold. For some reason the PL-380 has always been manufactured with a lower “soft mute” threshold 
than the other Tecsun DSP Ultralights, allowing a DXer to tune 1 kHz up or down from a DX station’s 
frequency (to escape domestic splatter, for example) without the DX station’s audio dropping off severely
because of the “soft mute” function. Transoceanic DXers will really appreciate this advantage, since at 
least in the highly populated areas of North America, almost every split-frequency reception is on a 
frequency with some degree of domestic splatter. The PL-380 is also generally a solidly-built portable, 
engineered for easy disassembly, and has front panel construction which gives it a moderate degree of 
rain protection. Of course the survivability of any portable depends upon the quality control of the 
originating factory and the care of the owner, but the author has several PL-380’s which have survived 
numerous ocean coast DXpeditions for 3 years (the first models were manufactured in late 2009).

PL-380 Ordering Notes   The Tecsun
PL-380 is manufactured only in
China, and generally has a good
quality control record. Although most
of the exported models were
originally sold via eBay sellers in
Hong Kong and Mainland China, the
popularity of the radio has increased
to the point where it is now stocked
by several eBay sellers in North
America-- which offer free shipping
and a one-year warranty. As of this
date (September 2013), the lowest
price available from these sellers is
$47.99 from Kaito-electronics-inc.,
which provides free USPS Priority
Mail shipping with each order.
     The Tecsun PL-380 is available in
three different colors—black, gray, or
silver. If you have a certain color preference, make sure that your eBay seller is going to ship you your 
chosen color before placing your order (most of the eBay sellers don’t tell you what PL-380 color you 
will get on the listing, since it’s a hassle for them to stock all three colors). The model is typically sold 
with a real load of accessories— included in the PL-380 shipping package are three rechargeable AA 
batteries, a USB cable to charge the batteries from a computer, an English owner’s manual and 
registration card, a vinyl carrying case, stereo ear bud phones and case, a clip-on wire antenna, and a wrist
strap attached to the PL-380 cabinet. Some sellers even offer an AC adapter to charge the batteries.           



Realistic Expectations   Although this 7.5” loopstick upgrade will certainly make your PL-380 far more 
sensitive than the stock model on Medium Wave or Longwave, it is not designed to compete with large 
(2’ sided or larger) inductively coupled box loops or any of the new FSL antennas. And although the 
sensitivity upgrade will boost the PL-380’s MW band weak-signal performance up to the level of classic 
portables like the ICF-2010 and RF-2200, the PL-380 does not have the SSB capability that these classic 
portables have (which is a significant advantage in transoceanic DXing). On the other hand the PL-380’s 
breakthrough DSP selectivity will generally exceed that offered by these classic portables, so the overall 
DXing capability may be considered roughly equal. In comparison to the classic Eton E1 portable, the 
modified PL-380 will have DSP selectivity roughly equivalent to that offered by the E1’s premium 
Murata CFJ455K5 IF filter, roughly equivalent sensitivity, along with far superior nulling ability (the E1 
has no loopstick, but uses a whip antenna for MW and LW reception). The PL-380 also has multiple 
digital signal search modes which are not available on the other portables, which may possibly offer a 
DXer greater convenience while listening for certain stations at an unfamiliar location.

Project Overview   This construction article will provide the builder with step-by-step instructions to 
upgrade the PL-380’s loopstick to a much more sensitive, externally-mounted 7.5” Medium Wave or 
Longwave loopstick replacement. Both the Medium Wave and Longwave 7.5” loopstick designs have 
been thoroughly tested and proven effective in actual DXing by hobbyists other than the author, and as 
long as the instructions are followed carefully, this relatively inexpensive modification will provide a 
major improvement in the PL-380’s weak-signal reception capability.
     This modification project involves close-order soldering on the PL-380’s circuit board, and should 
only be attempted by builders with reasonably good eyesight, good hand coordination, and soldering 
experience. The project also calls for the use of a precut plastic loopstick frame to attach the antenna to 
the top of the PL-380’s top front cabinet surface, and the construction of this precut plastic frame requires 
either the use of a 12” (or larger) power miter saw, or some rather lengthy cutting with a hacksaw. Use of 
a power miter saw SHOULD NOT be attempted by those without serious power tool experience! The 
author assumes that only qualified power tool operators will attempt to use a 12” miter saw to cut these 
frames quickly, and that other builders who wish to construct them will use a hacksaw. As such, only 
basic cutting instructions are provided for the 12” power miter saw users, while detailed instructions are 
provided for the hacksaw users. To assist builders who are not qualified to use power tools, the author has
prepared a LIMITED number of these precut plastic loopstick frames on a power miter saw, which will be

offered at cost to these builders on a first 
come, first served basis.
    A final warning is in order concerning the
step of gluing the precut plastic loopstick 
frame to the top of the PL-380’s front 
cabinet surface. Although this step is not 
dangerous, it is pretty tricky. Since the 
superglue “grips” very rapidly, you will 
only get one chance to ensure that the frame
is straight, and centered on the PL-380’s top
front cabinet surface. Do yourself a favor, 
and make multiple “dry runs” to practice 
this important step before applying the 
glue!.Failure to take this step seriously will 
probably result in a crooked loopstick frame
—which will hold the antenna just fine for 
DXing purposes, but which will be an 
eternal reminder of the hazards of haste.



         

Construction Parts Required   This 7.5” loopstick PL-380 construction article will guide you through the 
assembly of either a 7.5” Medium Wave loopstick PL-380 or a 7.5” Longwave loopstick PL-380, so make
sure that you order the parts necessary for construction of your chosen model. The picture above shows 
the parts that will be necessary for construction of either model, but the Litz wire and 7.5” ferrite rod 
components differ according to the band of choice.

A)  Tecsun PL-380 Receiver, available from multiple sources (see ordering notes on Page 2)
B)   Scotch brand “Extreme” strapping tape (any size roll)
C)   15 feet (4.6 meters) of 250/46 Litz wire (Medium Wave model)
        http://www.ebay.com/itm/Litz-wire-250-46-0-04-mm-for-crystal-radio-coil-Loop-antenna-100- /
160804560511?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item2570b2de7f  
       OR 25 feet (7.7 meters) of 100/44 Litz wire (Longwave model)
        http://www.ebay.com/itm/Litz-wire-100-44-for-crystal-set-coil-Single-layer-100-/150624865811?
pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item2311f10e13  ; from eBay seller “Mkmak222” 
D)  Two 120 lb. test plastic tie wraps (any length over 6”)
E)  Ace Hardware 48” orange plastic carpenter’s level (provides enough plastic for two loopstick frames)
F)  Two 3/4” lengths of 1/2” I.D. clear vinyl hose
G)  Two 1” lengths of 5/8” I.D. rubber hose
H)  Roll of 2” Johnson & Johnson waterproof (medical) tape OR roll of 1” Rite-Aid waterproof tape 
I)  Amidon 7.5” x .5” ferrite rod, part no.  R61-050-750 (MW model) OR part no. R33-050-750 (LW
       Model), available at http://www.amidoncorp.com/rods-and-tiles/  
Miscellaneous:  6” of 1/16” shrink tubing, one packet of Duro Super Glue (.07 ounce size), solder, 25w 
       (low heat) soldering iron, hacksaw (or power miter saw), screwdriver set, sandpaper (optional)

http://www.amidoncorp.com/rods-and-tiles/
http://www.ebay.com/itm/Litz-wire-100-44-for-crystal-set-coil-Single-layer-100-/150624865811?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item2311f10e13
http://www.ebay.com/itm/Litz-wire-100-44-for-crystal-set-coil-Single-layer-100-/150624865811?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item2311f10e13
http://www.ebay.com/itm/Litz-wire-250-46-0-04-mm-for-crystal-radio-coil-Loop-antenna-100-%20/160804560511?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item2570b2de7f
http://www.ebay.com/itm/Litz-wire-250-46-0-04-mm-for-crystal-radio-coil-Loop-antenna-100-%20/160804560511?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item2570b2de7f


PL-380 Preparation   Before voiding the warranty on your new PL-380, it’s a good idea to ensure that it 
has no existing problems which might require warranty service     Install batteries in the radio, and  give
it a test run on all four bands, checking the tuning encoder, clock, volume control, speaker, headphone 
jack, display functions and digital searching modes. Make sure that the radio is working properly in all 
functions before starting the modification procedure, since the eBay sellers are unlikely to show you any 
sympathy after you tear out the stock loopstick. It’s also a good idea to check out the Medium Wave (or 
Longwave) weak signal reception with the stock loopstick before starting the modification, to establish a 
benchmark of performance against which the new 7.5” loopstick’s DXing performance will be compared. 

Loopstick Plastic Frame Preparation  WARNING: The use of power tools should NOT be attempted by 
inexperienced users! Instructions are given for the use of a hacksaw, as well as a power miter saw.  Do 
NOT attempt to cut the frames with a power miter saw unless you have serious power tool experience. 
Proceed at your own risk.  NOTE: Each Ace Hardware 48” level provides enough material to construct 
two plastic loopstick frames. The spare material can either be used for a second 7.5” loopstick PL-380 
project (such a Longwave–optimized model), or as extra material for the future.
NOTE: When cutting the plastic loopstick frames with a power miter saw, some hot plastic debris will 
typically form along the cut lines. This debris should be promptly removed with a rag before continuing. 
1)  Remove the Ace Hardware tag from the plastic level, and place the level on a flat surface, with the 
labeled (ruler surface) in front, as shown in the photo at the top of the next page. Locate the two vertical 
sections of plastic resembling those in the photo (at the 16” and 32” points on the ruler scale), and at 
either vertical section (or at both, if you wish to construct two loopstick frames), mark the exact center 



line of the vertical section with a pencil, as shown in
the photo. Extend the line to the top and bottom
sections of the plastic level, as shown.
2)  Near the top (unlabeled) surface of the plastic
level, draw pencil marks exactly 4” (102 mm) to the
left and right of the pencil line drawn on the vertical
sections in the previous step.. Ensure that these two
new pencil marks are exactly 8” (204 mm) apart, then
carefully extend these pencil marks onto the top
(unlabeled) surface of the plastic level, as shown in
the photo at right. Ensure that these two new marks
are parallel to each other, and exactly 8” apart
throughout their length on the top (unlabeled) surface
of the plastic level.
3)  Near the bottom (labeled) surface of the plastic level, draw pencil marks exactly 2 1/2”  (64 mm) to the
left and right of the pencil line drawn on the vertical section in Step 1. Ensure that these two new pencil 
marks are exactly 5” (127 mm) apart, then carefully extend these pencil marks onto bottom (labeled) 
surface of the plastic level, as shown in the photo to the left. Ensure that these two new marks are parallel 

to each other, and exactly 5” (127 mm) apart 
throughout their length on the bottom (labeled) 
surface of the plastic level.
4)  Using a hacksaw or power miter saw, carefully cut
the top and bottom sections of the plastic level at the 
pencil mark cut lines previously drawn in the last two 
steps. When cutting along these lines, take care to cut 
along the exact center of each line, so that the final 
frame width will be exactly as specified (8” or 204 
mm for the top section, and 5” or 127 mm for the 
bottom section). Cut the top (wider) section of the 
frame first, to ensure that the frame is not accidentally
cut short, and that no damage is made to the frame by 
stray saw marks. When using a power miter saw, 

carefully and promptly remove all hot plastic debris along the cut lines with a rag before the plastic debris
has time to harden along the edges. Ensure that all the cut lines are straight and parallel before proceeding.
The appearance of the loopstick frame should now resemble the large photo on Page 5, with the exception
of the angled cut through the bottom section.
6)  Refer to the photo at right. Turn the loopstick
frame over so that the bottom (labeled) section is
facing up, as shown. Using a ruler, carefully mark
points along the bottom flat surface that are exactly
9/16” (14 mm) from one edge of the bottom flat
surface, then use a straightedge to connect these
points with a pencil, drawing a straight line parallel
with (and exactly 9/16” / 14 mm from) the edge of
the bottom section.
7)  Refer to the photo on the next page.  On the
short edges of the bottom (labeled) section, draw
short cut lines at a 45 degree angle to the flat
surface of the bottom section, with the new cut lines
meeting the lengthwise cut line drawn in the



previous step. Draw these short cut lines on both edges of the bottom (labeled) section, ensuring that both 
short cut lines are going in the same direction.

NOTE: If you lack power tool experience, 
DO NOT attempt to use a power miter saw 
to perform the next step! Use a hacksaw 
instead.

8)  Refer to the photo at left. Using a 
hacksaw, start cutting along the length of 
the bottom (labeled) section, ensuring that 
the cut line is at a 45 degree angle to the flat
surface of the bottom section, and that the 
cut line is along the pencil line drawn in 
Step 6 above. Ensure that the bottom cut 
line (on the side opposite the flat surface) 
does not drift, and stays parallel with the 
lengthwise edge. Periodically check this 
bottom cut line to ensure that it is not 

drifting in or out from the edge  (NOTE: this step is easiest to accomplish by cutting half of the section 
from one side, and the other half from the other side). After the entire length has been cut, use 150 grade 
sandpaper (if necessary) to smooth out any rough edges made during the cutting of this line. Do not, 
however, use any sandpaper on the flat (gluing) surface of the bottom section (that has the ruler labeling).

8a)  If you have SERIOUS power tool experience, you may perform this step on a power miter saw.  
Refer to the photo at right. Using a
power miter saw with at least a 12”
diameter blade, set the miter angle at
45 degrees to the left, and lock the
table securely in place. Position the
plastic frame’s upper (unlabeled)
section short edge flat on the table
with the upper flat surface flush
against the fence, as shown in the
photo. Move the plastic frame along
the fence to the point where the saw’s
blade will exactly intersect the
previously drawn cut lines as it is
lowered, as shown. Use a C-clamp to
SECURELY attach the plastic frame
to the fence at this point, using a flat
rubber insert to protect the surface of
the plastic if desired. Ensure that the
plastic frame will not move during the cutting, and ensure that the saw’s cutting motion is stopped before 
any part of the saw (except for the blade) touches the plastic frame. Turn on the saw, and SLOWLY move
the blade down through the plastic frame’s cut line, constantly ensuring that the plastic frame remains 
securely attached to the saw’s fence. With a 12” saw blade, the miter saw can cut through almost all of the
plastic frame’s bottom section length, although it will leave a gap of about 1” (as the cut is stopped before
the saw blade’s mounting hardware bumps up against the plastic frame). Using a rag, remove all hot 
plastic debris from the cut line immediately after cutting.



8b)  Remove all plastic debris from 
the miter saw table and fence. Set the 
saw’s miter angle at 45 degrees to the 
right, and lock the table firmly in 
place. Refer to the photo at left, and 
position the plastic frame’s upper 
(unlabeled) section short edge flat on 
the table with the upper flat surface 
flush against the fence, as shown in 
the photo. Move the plastic frame 
along the fence to the point where the 
saw’s blade will exactly intersect the 
previously drawn cut lines as it is 
lowered, as shown. Use a C-clamp to 
SECURELY attach the plastic frame 
to the fence at this point, using a flat 
rubber insert to protect the surface of 
the plastic, if desired. Ensure that the 

plastic frame will not move during the cutting, and ensure that the saw’s cutting motion is stopped before 
any part of the saw (except for the blade) touches the plastic frame. Turn on the saw, and SLOWLY move
the blade down through the short length remaining in the plastic frame’s cut line, ensuring that the plastic 
frame remains securely attached to the fence. Using a rag, remove all hot plastic debris from the cut line 
immediately after the cut is finished. If desired, use 150 grade sandpaper to smooth out any rough edges 
made during the cutting of this line. Do not, however, use any sandpaper on the flat (gluing) surface of the
bottom section (that has the ruler labeling).
9)  Optional-- Use 150 grade sandpaper to smooth out the upper surfaces of the plastic frame as desired, 
for a finished appearance. DO NOT, however, use any sandpaper on the flat (gluing) surface of the 
bottom section (that has the ruler labeling). 
                                                                          
Medium Wave Loopstick
Preparation 
 
NOTE: If you are building
both the Medium Wave and
Longwave models, ensure
that the correct ferrite rod
and Litz wire is used for each
band. The MW model uses a
Type 61 ferrite rod, and
250/46 Litz wire. Keep the
Longwave loopstick material
(Type 33 ferrite rod and
100/44 Litz wire) well out of
the work area until you begin
to construct the Longwave



model! Mixing up these items is extremely easy to do, and will cause both loopsticks to seriously 
underperform.

10)  NOTE: If you are using the Johnson & 
Johnson 2” waterproof tape, cut a 3” (76 mm) 
strip, place it adhesive side up on a flat surface 
and proceed to Step 11 below (the remainder of 
this step is for the users of the Rite-Aid 1” tape).
Refer to the photo at left. Take the Rite-Aid 1” 
waterproof tape and cut two 3” (76 mm) strips, 
placing the tape on a flat surface, adhesive side 
up. Carefully lift one 3” (76 mm) tape strip and 
overlap the other 3” (76 mm) strip along its top 
edge for a length of 1/8” (3 mm), as shown in 
the photo. Ensure that all the tape strip edges are
parallel, then press the tape down at the 
overlapping section to secure both tape strips 
together.                                                     

11)  Refer to the photo at right. Take the prepared 3” (76 mm) tape and place it over the Type 61 ferrite 
rod, adhesive side up. Carefully wrap the tape around the ferrite rod until the tape edges begin to overlap, 
with the tape centered on the ferrite rod. Carefully pull all the slack out of the tape along its length, and 
once this is done, begin pressing the tape
down at the overlapping section on one side,
ensuring that there are no wrinkles on that
side before the tape is pressed down. Work
slowly from one side to the other until the
entire tape is tightly overlapped and pressed
down, free of wrinkles, and centered on the
ferrite rod 2 1/4” (57 mm) from each end).
Place the rod on two side supports (as shown
in the photo at right) to protect the adhesive.
12)  Refer to the photo at right. Take the
250/46 Litz wire, and measure off a 12” (31
cm) length. Start the first Litz wire turn 1/8”
(3 mm) from the end of the tape as shown,
with the 12” (31 cm) length of Litz wire
extending from the point of the first turn, as
shown (to be used as a connecting lead later). Press the first Litz wire turn down tightly over the adhesive 
tape.

13)  Refer to the photo at left. Begin winding the 68 
turns of 250/46 Litz wire over the adhesive tape in a
tight coil, ensuring that no spaces or kinks are in the
Litz wire. When the 68 turns are tightly wound over
the adhesive tape, the Litz wire coil will have a 
length of approximately 2 3/4” (70 cm). After 68 
turns of the Litz wire have been tightly wound in a 
coil, again measure off an extra 12” (31 cm) length 
of Litz wire extending past the last turn in the coil, 
to be used as a connecting lead. Cut the Litz wire at 
this point, 12” (31 cm) after the last turn in the Litz 
wire coil.



.                                                                                                                     
   
14)  Refer to the photo at right. Cut off a 3
1/4” (83 mm) strip of Scotch brand “Extreme”
strapping tape, and temporarily place the strip
down on a table, adhesive side up. Using
sharp, clean scissors, cut a 1/2” (13 mm) wide
strip along the length of this 3 1/4” (83 mm)
wide strip, resulting in two 3 1/4” (83 mm)
long strips—one of them 1 1/2” (38 mm)
wide, and the other one 1/2” (13 mm) wide.
As shown in the photo, place the 1 1/2” (38
mm) wide strip down over the Litz wire coil,
centered on both sides, in the position shown
over the two Litz wire ends. Press the tape
down firmly over the coil, working slowly and
carefully around the circumference of the
ferrite rod to ensure that the tape is flat and
wrinkle-free around the coil (although some
minor wrinkles on the end sections, where the tape touches the ferrite rod, are normal). 

15)  Refer to the photo on the left. Take the 
remaining 1/2” (13 mm)  wide strip of 
“Extreme” tape and with the adhesive side 
facing down, cut a 1/8” (3 mm) notch into the 
top edge 1/2” (13 mm) from the left edge of 
the tape strip (as shown in the photo). Position
the ferrite rod so that the Litz wire lead on the 
left side of the coil is in the position shown 
(extending toward the front of the photo) Take
the tape strip and carefully position it so that 
the short notch holds the left side Litz wire 
lead in place, with the tape parallel with the 
ferrite rod (as shown). Ensuring that the tape 
strips remain parallel and that the left Litz 
wire lead comes out of the coil in a straight 
manner (with no severe bends or kinks), 

carefully overlap the lower edge of the first tape strip (secured in the previous step) for a length of 1/8” (3 
mm), then slowly press the tape strip down over the coil, finally overlapping the upper edge of the first 
tape strip to completely cover the coil with a waterproof surface. 
16)  Refer to the large photo at the bottom of Page 8 for the following steps. Cut two 1” (25 mm) sections 
of the 5/8” I.D. rubber hose, and also two 3/4” (19 mm) sections of the 1/2” I.D. clear vinyl hose. Insert 
the clear vinyl hose sections into the rubber hose sections, centering them in the holes. Place these 
prepared rubber hose/ clear vinyl sections on the sides of the ferrite rod as shown in the photo, with the 
outer edges of the rubber hose sections 1 1/8” (28 mm) from the edges of the ferrite rod. This completes 
the preparation of the Medium Wave loopstick—place it in a secure location until it is called for later.

Longwave Loopstick Preparation   NOTE: This Longwave loopstick was especially designed for the 
Tecsun DSP portables, and was chosen after very extensive experimentation with five different test 
models. The details of this experimentation (conducted in early 2011) are posted at 
http://www.mediafire.com/view/845snah2h4ek9z9/7.5inLWLS.doc  . The project was essentially a rare 

http://www.mediafire.com/view/845snah2h4ek9z9/7.5inLWLS.doc


chance to design something that no commercial company would ever have interest in creating—a hard-
wired loopstick optimized strictly for Longwave band performance.
NOTE: Before beginning
construction of this
Longwave loopstick, make
sure that you are using the
correct material for this lower
frequency range (a type 33
Amidon ferrite rod, and
100/44 Litz wire). If you are
also building a Medium
Wave loopstick, keep the
MW loopstick and Litz wire
well out of the work area
until you have completely
finished building the
Longwave loopstick!

10a)  NOTE: If you are using
the Johnson & Johnson 2”
waterproof tape, cut a 5 1/4”
(134 mm) strip, place it
adhesive side up on a flat surface and proceed to Step 11a below (the remainder of this step is for the 

users of the Rite-Aid 1” tape). Refer to the photo at left.
Take the Rite-Aid 1” waterproof tape and cut two 5 
1/4” (134 mm) strips, placing the tape on a flat surface, 
adhesive side up. Carefully lift one 5 1/4” (134 mm) 
long strip and overlap the other 5 1/4” (134 mm) strip 
along its top edge for a length of 1/8” (3 mm), as shown
in the photo. Ensure that all the tape strip edges are 
parallel, then press the tape down at the overlapping 
section to secure both tape strips together. 
11a)  Refer to the photo below. Take the prepared 5 
1/4” (134 mm) tape and place it over the Type 33 ferrite
rod, adhesive side up.
Carefully wrap the tape around the ferrite rod until the 

tape edges begin to overlap, with the tape
centered on the ferrite rod. Carefully pull all the
slack out of the tape along its length, and once
this is done, begin pressing the tape down at the
overlapping section on one side, ensuring that
there are no wrinkles on that side before the tape
is pressed down. Work slowly from one side to
the other until the entire tape is tightly
overlapped and pressed down, free of wrinkles,
and centered on the ferrite rod 1 1/8” (28 mm)
from each end. Place the rod on two side
supports (as shown in the photo at right) to
protect the adhesive.



12a)  Refer to the photo at right. Take the 100/44 Litz wire and measure off a 12” (31 cm) length. Start the
first Litz wire turn 1/2” (13 mm) from the end of the tape as shown, with the 12” (31 cm) length of Litz 
wire extending from the point of the first turn, as shown (to be used as a connecting lead later). Press the 
first Litz wire turn down tightly over the adhesive tape.

13a)  Refer to the photo at left. Begin winding the 
122 turns of 100/44 Litz wire over the adhesive 
tape in a tight coil, ensuring that no spaces or 
kinks are in the Litz wire. When the 122 turns are 
tightly wound over the adhesive tape, the Litz 
wire coil will have a length of approximately 4 
3/16” (106 mm). After 122 turns of the Litz wire 
have been tightly wound in a coil, again measure 
off an extra 12” (31 cm) length of Litz wire 
extending past the last turn in the coil, to be used 
as a connecting lead. Cut the Litz wire at this 
point, 12” (31 cm) after the last turn in the Litz 
wire coil.
14a)  Refer to the photo below. Cut off a 5 3/4” 
(146 mm) strip of Scotch brand “Extreme” 

strapping tape, and temporarily place the strip down on a table, adhesive side up. Using sharp, clean 
scissors, cut a 1/2” (13 mm) wide strip along the length of this 5 3/4” (146 mm) wide strip, resulting in 
two 5 3/4” (146 mm) long strips—one of them 1 1/2” (38 mm) wide, and the other one 1/2” (13 mm) 
wide. As shown in the photo, place the 1 1/2” (38
mm) wide strip down over the Litz wire coil,
centered on both sides, in the position shown over
the two Litz wire ends. Press the tape down firmly
over the coil, working slowly and carefully
around the circumference of the ferrite rod to
ensure that the tape is flat and wrinkle-free around
the coil (although some minor wrinkles on the end
sections, where the tape touches the ferrite rod,
are normal).
15a)  Refer to the photo below. Take the
remaining 1/2” (13 mm)  wide strip of “Extreme”
tape and with the adhesive side facing down, cut a
1/8” (3 mm) notch into the bottom edge 3/4” (19
mm) from the right edge of the tape strip (as
shown in the photo). Position the ferrite rod so that the Litz wire lead on the right side of the coil is in the 

position shown (extending toward the front of the 
photo) Take the tape strip and carefully position it so 
that the short notch is lined up with the right side Litz 
wire lead, with the tape parallel with the ferrite rod (as
shown). Carefully overlap the lower edge of the first 
tape strip (secured in the previous step) for a length of
1/8” (3 mm), then slowly press the tape strip down 
over the coil, finally securing the right side Litz wire 
lead inside the previously cut 1/8” (3 mm) slot. 
Ensuring that the tape strips remain parallel and that 
the right side Litz wire lead comes out of the coil in a 
straight manner (with no severe bends or kinks), 



carefully overlap the upper edge of the first tape strip (secured in the previous step) to completely cover 
the coil with a waterproof surface.
16a)  Refer to the large Longwave loopstick design photo at the top of Page 11 for the following steps. 
Cut two 1” (25 mm) sections of the 5/8” I.D. rubber hose, and also two 3/4” (19 mm) sections of the 1/2” 
I.D. clear vinyl hose. Insert the clear vinyl hose sections into the rubber hose sections, centering them in 
the holes. Place these prepared rubber hose/ clear vinyl sections on the sides of the ferrite rod as shown in 
the photo, with the outer edges of the rubber hose sections 1/8” (3 mm) from the edges of the ferrite rod. 
This completes the preparation of the Longwave loopstick—place it in a secure location until it is called 
for later.

PL-380 Preparation for Loopstick Transplant 
 
NOTE: As mentioned previously, before
voiding the warranty on your new PL-380,
make sure that the model is functioning
properly on all bands and modes, and that you
will not require warranty service (last chance).
17)  Refer to the photo at right. Place the PL-
380 face down on a flat surface, with a soft
cloth protecting the radio’s front surface.
Remove the battery access cover from the back
cabinet, and remove all batteries from the radio.
Place the whip antenna in the vertical position,
as shown. Using a jeweler’s screwdriver,
remove the 5 screws at the points indicated, and
place them in a safe place away from the work
area. 

18)  Refer to the photo at left. Pick up the PL-380
in the position shown, with the left side of the 
radio facing up. Grasp the whip antenna (and the 
rest of the back cabinet) with one hand, and the 
front cabinet section with the other hand. Slowly 
and gently pull the two cabinet sections apart, 
starting at the radio’s left side (as shown). 
Separate the two sections slowly until they are 
completely apart (except for the whip antenna 
connecting lead). Take care not to pull on the 
whip antenna connecting lead, which runs from 
the circuit board to the back cabinet section.
19)  Refer to the photo at the top of the next page.
Place the two PL-380 cabinet sections down on a 

flat surface, as shown. Remove the wrist strap from the radio, as shown in the upper right corner of the 
photo (the wrist strap routing hole through the cabinet’s left side will become the new Litz wire routing 
hole). Note the position of the two Litz wire connections from the stock loopstick to the circuit board, 
labeled “AN1” and “AN2.” These Litz wire leads from the stock loopstick will be disconnected in the 
following step, and will be replaced by the Litz wire leads from the new 7.5” loopstick at these same two 
connection points later. 
20)  Refer to the photo at the top of the next page. If you wish to salvage the stock loopstick for future 
usage, using a low-heat soldering iron, carefully de-solder the two Litz wire leads at the “AN1” and 
“AN2” connection points on the circuit board (as shown on the photo). If you do not wish to salvage the 



stock loopstick, simply cut these two Litz wire
leads halfway along their length, in
preparation for removal of the stock loopstick
from the radio in the next few steps. The
“AN1” and “AN2” circuit board connections
are relatively small, so avoid any mechanical
stress to these connections when cutting the
Litz wires.
21)  Refer to the photo below. Using a small,
flat jeweler’s screwdriver, begin probing
around the slots adjacent to the stock loopstick
to carefully and gently pry it out of its slot.
Depending upon how much glue the Chinese
factory used to secure your PL-380’s
loopstick, this process may be either quick or
tedious. In most cases the factories use a
minimum of glue, and the loopstick can be
pried out within a couple of minutes (although there are tedious exceptions). Insert the flat part of the 
screwdriver all around the adjacent slots and gently work it down and under the flat loopstick, prying it 
gently upwards to discover the glue points. Continue working patiently until the loopstick (in one piece) 
responds to your prying by coming out of its slot. In tedious cases, resist the temptation to grab needle-
nose pliers and pull the stupid thing out of its slot, since it will probably retaliate by breaking up into 

multiple pieces and falling into tiny holes 
throughout the cabinet sections. 
22)  Refer to the photo below. Once the stock
loopstick has been pried up and out of its 
slot, grasp the loopstick and gently twist it, 
working back and forth until the remaining 
glue spots are clearly seen. Using needle 
nose pliers on the remaining glue spots 
(only), pull on the glue spots until all the 
glue comes up out of the loopstick slot. In 
some rare removal cases there may be some  
pieces of Litz wire and/ or loopstick pieces 

left in the slot after the antenna has been
pulled out, which should be removed either by
using needle-nose pliers, or by turning the slot
upside down and shaking out the debris (while
holding on to both of the separated cabinet
sections). Ensure that the loopstick slot is
clean and free of debris before continuing,
since this slot will be used to route the new
7.5” loopstick Litz wires after they pass
through the hole left by removal of the wrist
strap. NOTE: The process of removing the
stock loopstick may cause some minor dust or
debris to drop down to the inner surface of the front panel display window, and/ or LCD display. If this 



happens, follow the next three steps to remove such dust or debris, and restore these windows to a pristine
state. If you have successfully removed the stock loopstick without having any dust or debris fall onto 
these surfaces, skip the next three steps, and proceed to Step 23.

22a)  Refer to the photo at left. Using a jeweler’s 
screwdriver, remove the screw at the position 
shown, and place it in a safe place away from the 
work area. While holding onto the front cabinet 
face, carefully pull the circuit board assembly up at 
the right side, and like turning a page, gently place 
it on top of the back panel section. Rotate the front 
panel and circuit board assemblies until they 
resemble the photo below.
22b)  Refer to the photo below. Using a damp, clean
cloth or paper towel, carefully remove all dust or 
debris which has fallen onto the inner surface of the 
front panel display window, or the LCD display. 
After removal of such dust or debris, ensure that 

these surfaces are dry and clean before
continuing. 
22c)  Reversing the procedure followed in
Step 22a above, return the circuit board
assembly to the position shown in the photo
above, and re-install the screw at the lower
left position in the photo. 

Preparation for Loopstick Frame Gluing

23)  Refer to the photo below. Arrange the
front and back cabinet sections in the position
shown, using some soft material such as a
cloth tape roll (or paper towels) between the
front and back cabinet sections to prop up the
front section securely in a vertical position, as
shown in the photo. Ensure that the front cabinet section will not be shifting around during the next few 

steps , and also ensure that there is sufficient 
lighting in the work area to carefully observe 
the top (gluing) surface of the PL-380’s front 
cabinet section. 
24)  Using a damp, clean cloth or paper 
towel, carefully remove all dust and debris 
from the top (gluing) surface of the PL-380’s 
front cabinet section, and ensure that this 
surface is clean and dry before continuing. In 
a similar way, carefully remove all dust and 
debris from the orange plastic loopstick 
frame, especially from the bottom (gluing) 
surface that will mate with the PL-380’s 



gluing surface. Ensure that the loopstick frame’s gluing surface is also completely clean and dry before 
continuing. 
25)  Refer to the photo at right for the
following step. Take the orange
loopstick frame and practice placing
it on top of the PL-380’s gluing
surface in exactly the position
shown, paying special attention to
the beveled surface on the PL-380
shown in the photo (which is the key
to accurate placement). Ensure that
the loopstick frame’s gluing surface
is completely flat by sliding it along
the PL-380’s gluing surface, which
should be a smooth ride along its
length (if not, check the edges of the
loopstick frame’s gluing surface and
sand the protruding edges (ONLY)
with 150 grade sandpaper, taking
care to clean the frame’s glue surface
again, as in Step 24 above). Ensure
that your work area has sufficient lighting on this special beveled surface of the PL-380 shown in the 
photo, and make several “dry runs” with the loopstick frame, practicing an accurate frame placement 
(centered on the PL-380’s glue surface, and straight along the beveled surface). Observe the boundaries of
the PL-380’s glue surface, and make sure that you know exactly where to place the frame when glue is 

applied to the PL-380 for a permanent bond.
26)  Refer to the photo at left. After making multiple dry runs 
(and after ensuring that the PL-380’s front cabinet section will 
not shift around during the glue procedure), take the Duro 
super glue packet and apply a thin (1/8”, or 3 mm) bead of glue
along the center of the PL-380’s glue surface, extending it 4 
1/2” (114 mm) long (with equal spaces on both ends). While 
sighting the PL-380’s beveled surface, place the loopstick 
frame carefully down in the correct position, with the frame 
centered on the glue surface and lined up straight with the 
beveled edge (as shown in the photo above). If satisfied with 
the position, press down on the loopstick frame to lock the two 
surfaces together securely. Usually the frame may be shifted 
around slightly within 1 or 2 seconds of placing it on the super 
glue, so use this brief time to promptly shift the frame to a 
straight position if necessary.  After a couple of seconds, 
though, you will need to be satisfied with whatever position the
frame has ended up with (it will still hold the loopstick just 
fine, for DXing purposes).
27)  After the loopstick frame is placed securely on the super 
glue and locked in place on the PL-380’s glue surface, within a
few seconds gently pick up the PL-380’s front cabinet section 
and place one hand on the bottom surface of this section. 



Gently squeeze the loopstick frame against the PL-380’s glue surface for about a minute until all the glue 
is completely dry and secure. 

28) Refer to the photo at right. Observe the
borders of the loopstick frame with the PL-
380 on both the front and back of the radio,
and promptly and carefully remove any
excess glue debris with a flat jeweler’s
screwdriver, scraping the glue away from
the border areas. This is especially
important for the back border area, since
too much excess glue debris can make it
difficult to close the back cabinet section. 

Preparation for Loopstick Installation

NOTE: The installation procedures for the
Medium Wave and Longwave loopsticks
are almost identical, except that the rubber
air hose sections are clamped to the
loopstick frame in different positions.
29)  Refer to the photo below. Place the loopstick (either Medium Wave or Longwave) on a flat table, as 

shown. Cut a 3” (76 mm) length of the 1/16” shrink 
tubing and insert one of the loopstick’s Litz wire 
leads through it, as shown in the photo. Check the 
other Litz wire lead’s end surface, and ensure that it 
is cut cleanly, without fraying or kinks (if 
necessary, cut a very short length off of the Litz 
wire to ensure that it has a cleanly cut end section.
30)  Refer to the photo below. Insert the loose end 
of the second Litz wire lead through the upper hole 
of the shrink tubing, as shown. Follow the 
procedure shown in the photo to slowly shift the 
shrink tubing over the end of the second Litz wire, 
ensuring that the second Litz wire has no bends or 

kinks as it enters the shrink tubing. Continue
shifting the shrink tubing to the left until the end
of the second Litz wire comes out of the shrink
tubing on the right side. This will be a fairly tight
fit with the Medium Wave loopstick, but a fairly
loose fit with the Longwave loopstick.
31)  (Medium Wave loopstick) Refer to the photo
at the top of the next page. Taking care to keep
the Litz wires parallel (without any sharp bends or
kinks), shift the shrink tubing along the Litz wires
until it is in the position shown in the photo, very
close to the loopstick. Place the loopstick in the
position shown under the loopstick frame, and



install two plastic tie wraps loosely around the 
centers of the rubber air hose sections (in the 
positions shown). When you are sure that the 
plastic tie wraps are in the exact centers of the 
rubber air hose sections and that the loopstick is 
centered on the loopstick frame (with equal 
lengths of the frame extending past the ends of the
ferrite rod), tighten the plastic tie wraps securely 
and cut off the excess lengths. Position the Litz 
wires as shown in the photo at left. 
31a)  (Longwave loopstick) Refer to the photo 
below. Taking care to keep the Litz wires parallel 
(without any sharp bends or kinks), shift the 
shrink tubing along the Litz wires until it is in the 

position shown in the photo, very close to the loopstick. Place the loopstick in the position shown under 
the loopstick frame, and install two plastic tie wraps loosely around the centers of the rubber air hose 
sections (in the positions shown). When you are sure that the plastic tie wraps are in the exact centers of 
the rubber air hose sections and that the loopstick is centered on the loopstick frame (with equal lengths of
the frame extending past the ends of the ferrite rod), tighten the plastic tie wraps securely and cut off the 
excess lengths. Position the Litz wires as shown in the photo above (from now on, the Medium Wave and 
Longwave loopstick directions will be identical). 
32)  Refer to the photo below. Cut a 1 1/2” (38 mm) length
of the shrink tubing and install it over the ends of the two
Litz wires, following the procedure detailed in Step 30. Slide
this length of shrink tubing over the Litz wires until it is at
the position shown in the photo below, and push it into the
clamp as shown to lock it into place. 
33)  Refer to the photo below. Using a low-wattage (25w or
less) soldering iron and minimum heat, carefully desolder
the loose Litz wire connections on the “AN1” and “AN2”
terminals (if you have not yet done this). NOTE: Always
avoid severe heat and mechanical stress on these two Litz
wire connection points. 
                                                                                         34)

Refer to the photo at the top of the next page for 
the next few steps. Note the position of the “AN1”
and AN2” Litz wire connection terminals, and 
temporarily place the loose Litz wire leads 
adjacent to them. Measuring about 1” (25 mm) 
past the Litz wire lengths necessary to reach these 
two terminals when routed as shown in the photo, 
cut off the excess Litz wire lengths (in a clean 
manner). Cut a 1” (25 mm) length of shrink 
tubing and install it over the longer Litz wire lead 
(only), temporarily placing it as far away as 
possible from the end of the Litz wire.



NOTE: The procedure of tinning the ends of the Litz wires requires that all of the individual Litz wire 
strands be soldered together at the ends. This requires a clean, shiny solder connection all around the 
circumference of the Litz wire ends for at least 1/8” (3 mm). When preparing the ends of the Litz wires in 
the next step, ensure that the ends are tinned in this manner before continuing.

 

35)  Temporarily remove the Litz wires (and 1 1/2” shrink tubing) from the clamp on the circuit board, 
ensuring that the 1” shrink tubing does not fall off of the longer Litz wire lead. Temporarily place the ends
of these Litz wires outside of the radio on the right side, and carefully tin the ends of both Litz wires in 
the manner described above, working around the circumference of the Litz wire ends with a clean 
soldering iron for at least 1/4” (6 mm). After doing this, cut off the tinned section on both ends to a length
of 1/8” (3 mm). When viewing the ends of the Litz wires after tinning, the entire 1/8” (3 mm) length 
should be bright and shiny all around its circumference (as in the AN2 terminal photo above).
36)  Refer to the photo above. Reinstall the 1 1/2” (38 mm) section of shrink tubing in the clamp as 
shown, with the two Litz wires running to their applicable AN1 and AN2 connection points (and the 1” 
length of shrink tubing still on the longer lead, as far as possible from the end). Ensure that only 1/8” (3 
mm) of tinned solder is on the ends of both Litz wires, and that the tinned ends of these Litz wires are in a
narrow, cylindrical shape (with no globs of solder). Before soldering to the AN1 and AN2 terminals, do 
your best to form the Litz wires into the positions that they will be after soldering, so that you will not 
need to put mechanical stress on these connecting points after soldering. Also, ensure that both the AN1 
and AN2 connecting points still have a small amount of solder on them, so that you will not need to add 
more solder when connecting the Litz wires. Carefully solder both tinned Litz wires to their AN1 and 
AN2 connecting points using a minimum of heat, and ensure that the Litz wires are soldered in a flat 
position (shown above), so that you will not need to bend them down to close the back cabinet. After 



soldering the AN1 Litz wire, shift the position of the 1” shrink tubing as shown, to protect the circuit 
board connections. After soldering, if you find it necessary to shift the position of these Litz wires, 
ALWAYS use needle nose pliers to hold the tinned ends securely during such movement, to avoid putting
mechanical stress on the small AN1 and AN2 circuit board connections.
37)  Refer to the photo at right. Carefully place the back panel back over the rest of the radio, ensuring 
that the long section of shrink tubing is
centered in the wrist strap routing slot (as
shown), and that it is not pinched or bent.
Very carefully lower the back panel down
over the radio from the top left corner to
the top right corner, and pull the battery
compartment ribbon out before finally
snapping the back panel into place at the
lower right corner. After raising the whip
antenna to a vertical position and ensuring
that the Litz wire shrink tubing is still
centered in the wrist strap mounting hole,
reinstall the screws removed in Step 17,
starting with the screw next to the wrist
strap routing slot (near the whip antenna),
then proceeding to the upper left and
lower left screws. Finally, reinstall the
two battery compartment screws (and the batteries) to finish the modification process. 

Testing and Operation

NOTE: Initial testing of either the Medium Wave or Longwave model should always be performed in a 
completely clean RF environment, free of noise and hash from computers, plasma TV’s and similar 
sources of RF pollution. This is especially important in the case of the Longwave model. Initial testing 
should be performed outdoors for either model, if at all possible.

Medium Wave Model  Refer 
to the photo at left. Turn on 
the radio, and begin checking
the reception of fringe AM 
stations on the low band. As 
long as both the PL-380 and 
the new 7.5” loopstick are 
working properly, there 
should be a MAJOR increase
in both the strength and 
quantity of fringe AM 
stations received across the 
band (relative to the stock 
PL-380 model). The new 
loopstick should also provide



a major boost in the capability to null pest stations, due to its external mounting in a clean RF 
environment.
     The PL-380 has many digital search functions and advanced capabilities for a pocket radio, but some 
of the functions of particular interest to the transoceanic DXer are described here.  The “AM bandwidth” 
switch allows you to choose different levels of DSP filtering to limit splatter from domestic pests, and is 
usually left in the 1 kHz position for the narrowest filtering while chasing transoceanic DX (although this 
position does cut off some of the high frequency audio from the desired DX station). The 9/10 kHz switch
allows you to change the tuning steps of the radio from the North American (10 kHz) band system to 
those of the European/ African/ Asian/ Pacific band system (9 kHz), depending upon your preferred DX 
targets. The MW / LW switch allows you to switch over to Longwave DXing—and you will be pleasantly
surprised to discover that your newly installed 7.5” Medium Wave loopstick is FAR more sensitive on the
Longwave band than the stock PL-380 loopstick (for example, Rob Ross of London, Ontario managed to 
receive over 200 Longwave NDB stations with his 7.5” Medium Wave loopstick PL-380). Finally, the 
Display switch offers you multiple options while chasing transoceanic DX—you can have a 24 hour clock
display,  a display of the alarm time set in the radio, a constantly changing readout of DX signal strength 
and S/N ratio, or a temperature display (in either Celsius or Fahrenheit). 
     Because the loopstick frame has been trimmed to allow full operation of the PL-380’s whip antenna to 
receive SW and FM signals, it’s possible to check the Shortwave parallels of Medium Wave DX stations 
(and switch back and forth) within a couple of seconds. In general, this “supercharged” PL-380 model’s 
sensitivity and selectivity will allow you to experience some of the most exciting AM-DXing fun that a 
portable can offer—and do so at an unbeatable price. 

Longwave Model  NOTE:
Best results when using the
Longwave model will always
be obtained outdoors, far
away from any RF noise
sources. This is particularly
true for the Longwave
model, which has only the
loopstick antenna for weak-
signal reception, and no
internal shielding for noise
protection. Household RF
noise pollution typically hits
the Longwave frequencies
more severely, and portables
operated within this noisy
environment pay the price.

     Refer to the photo at
right. Turn on the radio (in
an outdoor environment),
and begin checking for fringe NDB station reception (or in Europe, for fringe Longwave broadcast station
reception). The PL-380 stock loopstick is almost useless on Longwave, so you should immediately notice 
a huge boost in both the quantity and signal strength of Longwave stations received on the 7.5” loopstick. 
At night in either North America or Europe, the model should receive multiple NDB stations, with 
Longwave sensitivity superior to that of any stock portable (ICF-2010, E1, etc.).
    The PL-380 has many digital search functions and advanced capabilities for a pocket radio, but some of
the functions of particular interest to the Longwave DXer are described here. The “AM bandwidth” 



switch allows you to choose different levels of DSP filtering to limit splatter from domestic pests, 
although the narrowest filtering option (1 kHz) reduces the high frequency audio of the received DX 
station somewhat. For Longwave broadcast station DXing the setting of this switch is probably not so 
critical, but for NDB-DXing the switch is almost always left in the 1 kHz position to limit splatter from 
off-frequency beacons. The increased Longwave sensitivity from the 7.5” loopstick usually results in a 
very crowded NDB band in North America at night, and the 1 kHz DSP option is usually mandatory for 
any type of DXing success. The Display switch offers you multiple options while chasing transoceanic 
DX—you can have a 24 hour clock display,  a display of the alarm time set in the radio, a constantly 
changing readout of DX signal strength and S/N ratio, or a temperature display (in either Celsius or 
Fahrenheit). Because the loopstick frame has been trimmed to allow full operation of the PL-380’s whip 
antenna to receive SW and FM signals, it’s possible to check the Shortwave parallels of Longwave 
broadcast stations (and switch back and forth) within a couple of seconds.
     North American DXers living near an ocean beach have an excellent chance to receive transoceanic 
Longwave DX with one of these 7.5” loopsticks-- which have been successfully used by North American 
DXers to receive European and African broadcast stations as far west as the state of Oklahoma. In general
the Longwave model will provide you with sensitivity superior to that of any stock portable, and enough 
Longwave broadcast and NDB-DXing fun to last all winter long. Once you really become “hooked” on 
NDB-DXing with one of these models, though, be prepared to face the outdoor cold along with the rest of
us. In order to escape any trace of household RF noise, there is a good reason why we have become 
known as the “frozen-fingered fraternity.”  

SUMMARY  It is the author’s sincere hope that these modification instructions will guide you 
successfully through the loopstick transplant procedure, and that the “supercharged” PL-380 model will 
provide you with a new level of exciting new DX for years to come. If you have any issues or questions 
about the procedure, please fell free to contact me. After having constructed about 15 of these models, I 
have seen almost every possible case of bizarre results—including ferrite rods incorrectly labeled and sold
by Amidon, multiple PL-380’s dropped by DXers (during which the frames break off, but both the 
loopsticks and PL-380’s always survive with no issues) and a DXpedition PL-380 which somehow 
survived being frozen, drenched by rain and smashed up against a car during an ocean cliff windstorm. 
My sincere hope is that your modified PL-380 will have none of these issues… and that your newly 
modified Tecsun will exceed your DX-pectations! 

73, Gary DeBock (in Puyallup, WA, USA)         

    

                                                                                    
 

      


